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Abstract
Sticklebacks have long been used as model organisms in behavioural biology. An important anti-predator behaviour
in sticklebacks is schooling. We plan to use quantitative trait locus mapping to identify the genetic basis for
differences in schooling behaviour between marine and benthic sticklebacks. To do this, we need to quantify the
schooling behaviour of thousands of fish. We have developed a robust high-throughput video analysis method that
allows us to screen a few thousand individuals automatically. We propose a non-local background modelling
approach that allows us to detect and track sticklebacks and obtain the schooling parameters efficiently.
Introduction
Threespine sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus) (Figure 1)
have been a model organism in behavioural biology
since the pioneering work of Niko Tinbergen over half
a century ago [1]. Much is understood about stickle-
back behaviour in both the field and the laboratory [2,3].
More recently, sticklebacks have become a model sys-
tem for understanding the genetic basis for divergence
in phenotypic traits, including behaviour [4]. Differences
in schooling behaviour between two populations of stick-
lebacks that inhabit dissimilar environments have been
characterized [5]. Marine sticklebacks live in open water
and school very strongly, whereas freshwater bottom-
dwelling lake populations (benthics) exhibit reduced
schooling [5]. We have developed an assay using an
array of artificial stickleback models to elicit and quan-
tify schooling behaviour [5]. Using this assay, we showed
that marine sticklebacks spend significantly more time
schooling.
Our goal is to dissect the genetic basis for the diver-
gent schooling behaviour between marine and benthic
sticklebacks. Quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping has
successfully identified the genetic basis for many variant
traits in sticklebacks [4]. The plan is to use QTL map-
ping in benthic-marine hybrids to identify genetic loci that
contribute to differences in schooling behaviour.
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To assay the hundreds of fish necessary for this tech-
nique, a robust high-throughput video analysis system is
essential. In this paper, we present a custom approach
for analysis of videos from our assay. We propose a
method for background modelling for videos that are
(semi-)periodic; i.e. those in which some or all of the
background in each frame is repeated in at least a few
other frames in the video. We show the result of this sim-
ple yet effective method for processing videos from our
experiments.
Target detection for video tracking
For any video tracking system, target detection is an essen-
tial ingredient. One approach is to detect an object of
interest based on appearance features such as geometric
shape, texture and colour [6]. In this approach, the visual
features should be chosen so that the target can be eas-
ily distinguished from other objects in the scene. This
approach has becomemore popular recently, partially due
to the great progress in object detection [7]. Another
approach to detect moving objects in the scene is back-
ground subtraction [8]. This approach is especially useful
for surveillance systems, such as for parking lots, offices,
and controlled experimental environments, in which cam-
eras are fixed and directed to the area of interest. The
main property of these systems is that background is to
some extent static, and a model of background can be cal-
culated for each frame [9]. For example, Wu et al. used
this method for detection and tracking of a colony of
Brazilian free-tailed bat in nature [10]. Different methods
have been developed to robustly maintain the background
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Figure 1 Threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) fish. It is an important model organism in behavioural biology.
model in scenes with possible changes in background such
as gradual change in lighting and sudden changes in illu-
mination due to light switches [8,9]. Moreover, there are
studies that address background modelling in dynamic
scenes with significant stochastic motion, such as water or
waving trees [11,12]. Unfortunately, the aforementioned
approaches are not applicable for our experiments due to
our experimental set-up (see the ‘Challenges’ section). In
this paper, we propose a non-local background modelling
approach, which exploits the semi-periodic nature of the
videos and overcomes the limitations of other approaches.
Experimental set-up
The model school is composed of eight plastic model
sticklebacks that are arranged to mimic the formation
of an actual school of sticklebacks [5]. The models are
attached to wires and driven by a motor in a circular path
within a circular tank. Trials are videotaped using a video
camera mounted above the tank, as shown in Figure 2. For
behavioural trials, fish are removed from their home tank
and placed into individual isolation chambers for at least
1.5 h before the trial. Fish are then individually placed into
the model school assay tank and given 5 min to acclimate.
The motor controlling the artificial school is then turned
on remotely, and the fish are given 5 min to interact with
the models. The features we quantify in each video are the
time taken for the fish to initially move within one body
length of the model, the time of schooling with the model
(i.e. swimming in the same direction as the model, within
one body length), and the number of schooling bouts
(i.e. the number of times that a fish starts schooling after
it has stopped). These data can be obtained from the posi-
tion and direction of the fish and the model in each frame.
All research on live animals was approved by the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (protocol 1575).
Challenges
There are two properties that make the task of track-
ing sticklebacks in our set-up challenging. First of all, the
model fishes, as intended, look very similar to the real fish
(see Figure 3). Therefore, no obvious visual feature can
distinguish between the real fish and the model fish. So,
even though it is possible to detect the real fish in the
frames in which this fish is not close to the models using
visual clues such as shape and intensity of fish contour, it is
almost impossible to distinguish them in the frames where
motor
camera
Figure 2 Experimental set-up. The models are attached to wires
and a motor rotates them in a circular path. A camera mounted on
the top of the tank videotapes the experiment.
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Figure 3 Sample frame. Sample frame from the video; the resolution of videos is 960 × 540.
the real fish is schooling with the model fish. Problemati-
cally, these are the frames in which we are most interested
because they represent the schooling behaviour.
Moreover, since the model school is rotating, the asso-
ciated poles and wires are also moving in the scene, but
these are not the desired targets. Therefore, detecting real
fish by background subtraction using a static model or
using the most recent frames as the background model
is not effective. We define a new ‘background’ model in
which all objects (including moving ones) are a part of
the background, and only the target, which is the real fish,
is detected as foreground. It is possible to create such
a background if objects in the video have a predictable
motion model. Our main contribution is to exploit the
periodicity of the videos and build a background model,




To detect the schooling behaviour of the fish, we need
to detect the model school. As can be seen in Figure 3,
the fish are suspended from a circular wire. An obvious
choice for circle detection is the generalized Hough trans-
form [13], and since the radius of the circle (aside from
the negligible variation due to perspective effect) is con-
stant, the model fish are effectively located. The process
of model detection can be expedited using the previous
frame information for each frame and searching for a cir-
cle in the neighbourhood of the region of interest (close
to the last frame detected) instead of searching the whole
image. By finding the centre of the circle at each frame,
the movement direction of model fishes is extractable;
this is needed to calculate the statistics we need from
each experiment.
Figure 4 Similar frames. Four frames that have the minimum distance with each other. As can be seen, the position of the school model, wires
and poles is almost the same in these frames, whereas the position of the real fish is different between frames.
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Figure 5 Distance between frames. Normalized distance between frame 4263 and all other frames (1 − Sˆ4263,i , i = 1, . . . , 9, 000) in a video. The
most similar frames are the ones with minimum distance. The three most similar to frame 4263 are frames 2879, 5989 and 7020. The grey arrows
show the frame most similar to 4263 in each period. The semi-periodic nature of the video makes it possible to find similar frames faster.
Real fish detection
We want to build a background model for each frame
such that the only ‘foreground’ would be the real fish. This
means we want to have the model school, poles and wires
as background.
One useful property of the videos from our system is
that the model school is turning around almost periodi-
cally; thus, for each frame, there are some other ‘similar’
frames in the video in which the position of the model
school, as well as poles, wires and even shadows are almost
Figure 6 Detection method. (a, b, c) The (one-sided) difference between a frame and three similar frames. (d) Result of logical ‘AND’ between all
of these difference. The fish is the common part and will be detectable using this method.
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Figure 7 Detection results. (a) Original frames. (b) Processed frames in which detected fish are coloured blue. The fish is very close to the model,
and yet the proposed method can detect it.
the same. Figure 4 shows this property; as one can see in
the illustrative frames, the position of the model school is
almost the same. We exploit this specific feature of these
videos to build a background model for each frame using
the similar frames that exist in the whole video. So, instead
of using the neighbouring frames (neighbour in terms of
time), we search the whole video to find the frames that
are similar to the current frames. Our proposed approach
for background modelling for videos has some similarities
with the NL-means algorithm described in [14]. In [14],
for denoising a pixel, instead of just using the neighbours
of the pixel or local pixels, all other pixels in the entire
image that are similar to the current pixel are used. The
measure of similarity is based on the intensity value of a
square neighbourhood of fixed size.
Our similarity measure is based on the absolute distance
between frames. More precisely, Sf1,f2 , the similarity score
between frame f1 and f2 is defined as





∣∣If1(i, j) − If2(i, j)
∣∣
in which h and w are the height and width of the region
of interest, respectively, C is a normalization factor and
If (i, j) is the intensity value of the pixel (i, j) which is
between 0− 255 at frame f. To keep Sf1,f2 between 0 and 1,
we choose C to be (255 × w × h)−1.
Since the area of the real fish is only about 0.1% of the
whole image, the position of the fish does not make that
much contribution to the value of the similarity score.
This means that frames that are similar to each other have
the same or very similar background (see Figure 4). To
speed up the process of calculating the similarity score
between frames, each frame is summarized as a vector
of Haar-like features [15,16] that can be computed very
efficiently using an integral image [17]. In this case, the
similarity distance is





in which Vf is a vector containing L rectangular Haar-like
features and Cˆ is a normalizing constant ((L × 255)−1).
Using feature differencing is faster for two reasons. First,
for calculating distance between frames using feature vec-
tors, we need to perform L subtractions, whereas using the
difference of the frames themselves, we need w × h sub-
traction operations. Second, reading from a compressed
AVI file is slow if the frames that are grabbed are not con-
secutive. By having the feature vector, we make a short
signature for each frame with which we can compare
frames quickly. Since we are doing the comparison opera-
tion around 500 times for each frame, the efficiency of this
step is important (see the ‘Implementation and results’
Table 1 Detection performance in five video segments,
with 1,000 frames each
Segment Number Number Number Precision(%) Recall(%)
number of MD of FD of CD
1 32 0 968 96.8 100
2 54 4 942 94.5 99.5
3 131 1 868 86.9 99.8
4 33 0 967 96.7 100
5 25 0 975 97.5 100
Average 55 1 944 94.5 99.9
Number of missed detections (MD), false detections (FD) and correct
detections(CD) as well as precision and recall rates are shown.
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section). For our application, it is sufficient to use a small
Haar-like feature space, i.e. the first-order feature, which
is the average value of a rectangular region; We used
rectangles with a size of 20 × 20 pixels in the region of
interest which is inside the tank (of size of 500 × 500);
thus, L = 625. Figure 5 shows the normalized distance
(1 − Sˆf1,f2 ) between frame 4263 and the rest of the frames
in a sample video. As indicated, the three closest frames
are 2879, 5989 and 7020 which are shown in Figure 4.
For each frame, after ranking the similarity scores, we
pick the N frames that have the highest scores; we used
N = 3. The background for the current frame is then cal-
culated using these frames. For calculating each change
mask, we subtract frame 4263 from other frames and keep
only positive values. Since the fish is dark, the real fish in
frame 4263 is detected while the real fish in other frames
is ignored. Doing a logical ‘AND’ between change masks
removes the water waves and other non-periodic changes
in the image. Finally, we filter the components in the
change mask based on their size and remove those com-
ponents that are much smaller or larger than the real fish.
Figure 6 shows this process and the output result for frame
number 4263.
Implementation and results
We implemented our method in C++ and using OpenCV
library. We have a pre-processing block in which the





















































Figure 8 Schooling annotation results. Speed of movement and schooling behaviour for three sample videos (a ,b, c). Red bars indicate inferred
periods of schooling.
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fish are extracted at each frame. In the processing step,
we use extracted features to identify the similar frames
for each frame and detect the fish as described in the
methods section. Since the model school is moving semi-
periodically, we can limit our search space to find similar
frames and search in a limited number of frames instead
of searching in all frames. In our set-up, the model school
turns almost 25 times during the 5-min video (approxi-
mately 9, 000 frames). Asmentioned, the period of turning
is not constant and differs between and within videos. By
assuming a constant period of 350 frames per turn, we
find frames in other periods that should be the most simi-
lar to the current frame; we then add the 10 frames before
and after to the search space. Thus, instead of searching all
9, 000 frames, we find the most similar frame by looking
at around 500 frames. This expedites the processing of the
videos. Finally, in the post-processing block (implemented
in the R language), we look at the extracted trajectory of
the fish from the model school and annotate each frame
using the distance of the fish and model school as well as
the speed of the fish.
The most important part of the problem is detecting the
fish. Figure 7 shows the result of real fish detection in three
difficult situations. The detected area is indicated in blue
in Figure 7b. This shows that our method is able to find
the foreground or real fish, even in situations with partial
occlusion (see Additional file 1).
To quantify the performance of our algorithm, the
detected object was indicated in an output video (as is
shown in the sample video we have provided), and videos
were watched frame by frame to see if the fish was
detected correctly. We did this process of verifying on five
segments of video of length 1,000 frames. Table 1 shows
the performance of the proposed method in terms of the
number of missed/false detections. On average, the preci-
sion of detecting the fish is 94.5% and the recall rate is very
close to 100%. This shows that our detection algorithm
works effectively. The method is based on the assump-
tion that there are frames in the whole video in which
the position of the model school and poles etc. are very
close to the current frame, and by finding them, we can
detect the fish in the current frame. However, if there are
no frames similar enough to the current one, due to an
unusual position of the model fish in the current frame,
detecting the fish in that frame will fail. This situation can
happen if the whole set-up shakes due to an external force
ormotor glitch. That is what has happened in segment 3 in
Table 1.
We present the result of processing three sample videos
with the proposed method. Videos are recorded in a con-
trolled environment with fixed lighting conditions. The
assay tank was illuminated with indirect lighting from
a 60-W incandescent lamp. The resolution of videos is
960 × 540, and all are recorded at 30 fps. For each frame,
the distance between the model and the fish and the
speed of the fish are obtained. If the distance between
the fish and the model is less than a predefined threshold
(5 cm) and the speed of the fish is more than a thresh-
old (2 cm/s), we identify that frame as schooling. There
are frames in which the fish is occluded. However, han-
dling occlusion in our case is fairly easy since we only
have one target. We can estimate the position of the fish
in occluded frames by linear interpolation between two
known frames. Since occlusion usually does not last more
than a few frames, this gives us a reasonable trajectory of
the fish. Figure 8 shows the result of quantifying speed
and schooling behaviour. As can be seen, the patterns of
schooling and activity differ between individuals. To com-
pare the result of our method with human annotation, we
manually annotated ten different experiments, and in each
video, the total amount of schooling time was recorded.
The comparison between manual and automated annota-
tions is shown in Table 2.
For each video, what we are ultimately interested in is
the proportion of time in which the fish schools. Each
video lasts 300 seconds, and for each second, we deter-
mine if the fish is schooling. This results in two vectors
of 0 and 1 (0 for not schooling and 1 for schooling), one
for manual and one for automated annotation. To assess
the concordance between the manual and the automated
annotation, we used the Kappa statistic [18]. Values of
Kappa can be at most 1, with larger values correspond-
ing to better agreement between human and machine;
observed values are given in Table 2. To determine the
significance of the Kappa statistic for each experiment,
we produced 1,000 permutations of the automated anno-
tation and computed the observed value of the Kappa
Table 2 Comparing automated andmanual schooling time
(in seconds) for 10 experiments, each of which lasts 5min
Trial number Automated schooling Manual schooling κ
time time
1 62 47 0.82
2 108 109 0.49
3 0 0 -
4 154 154 0.62
5 194 214 0.49
6 245 260 0.43
7 112 115 0.38
8 90 69 0.46
9 124 166 0.53
10 218 219 0.75
The statistic Kappa (κ) is used to assess the concordance between manual and
automated annotation (there was no schooling behaviour observed in trial 3 by
either manual and automated scoring; Kappa is undefinable since its
denominator is zero.) See the text for further details.
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statistic for the comparison between the human annota-
tion and the permuted one. The observed value of Kappa
was compared to the values obtained under the permuta-
tion procedure. In all experiments, the observed value was
larger than the largest simulated statistic; this corresponds
to a nominal p value of 0.001, confirming the agreement
between the manual and automated annotation.
Conclusions
We have proposed a method to automate the quantitative
analysis of stickleback schooling behaviour.We exploit the
semi-periodic nature of the videos to build an accurate
background model for each model. Since we are process-
ing recorded videos, our background modelling algorithm
does not need to be causal; however, it can be extended for
causal systems, e.g. real-time applications. The proposed
method enables us to detect the fish in difficult situa-
tions, for example, when the fish is very close to the model
and/or is partially occluded. Most modern online track-
ing methods rely on the visual features and/or motion
model of the targets [6,7]. These approaches would fail
in the frames in which the actual fish is swimming close
to the models since they are similar in appearance and
movement pattern. If a switching between the real fish
and one model fish happens, this might lead to track-
ing the model throughout the rest of the video, thereby
giving a much higher schooling score to the real fish.
This leads to another advantage of the proposed method:
since the detection in each frame is independent of the
neighbouring frames, detection errors will not propa-
gate to the other frames. Using our approach, we can
find the important parameters of schooling behaviour.
This enables us to screen many individuals with differ-
ent genotypes efficiently and conduct association studies
between genotype and schooling behaviour. Moreover,
the new definition of background can be used in situa-
tions where the moving part of the background is pre-
dictable or periodic, for example, in detecting an object
in assembly lines that use robotic arms with repetitive
moves.
Additional file
Additional file 1: SticklebackTracking.avi - sample video. This video
shows one typical experiment that has been processed. Detected fish is
indicated in blue and a red circle shows the position of model school at
each frame.
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